About Slalom:
- Slalom is a modern consulting firm focused on strategy, technology, and business transformation
- Focusing on strategy, technology, and transformation

Different Departments to Work In:
- Business Advisory Services
  - Rotational program
  - Focuses on delivery leadership, strategy & operations, and experience
- Data analytics
- Salesforce

Interview process:
- First Round: Video call with a recruiter
  - Depending on what role you apply for, the 2nd-4th rounds of interview with different leaders of Slalom
- Interviews are confidence based interviews
- The interview will feel more of an engaging, conversational experience
  - Example: “How can you contribute to the company?”
- Interviewers won’t focus on what you are on a piece of paper
  - Concentrated on hiring learners, not doers

What the Interviewers Look For:
- Don’t worry about your grades; they’re not picky when it comes to GPA
- Not focused on specific majors
- Show some kind of leadership position/role!
- Work for college experience
- Something that aligns with the core values of Slalom

***Tips from Kelly Abbate, a recruiter at Slalom: always have a summary on LinkedIn and be descriptive with your roles!***
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View Current Job Openings Here: https://www.slalom.com/careers